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Box/ Folder

1  1  Maintenance Insignia
2  Signal Insignia
3  MP Insignia
4  Div. HQ CO's Insignia
5  Identification of U.S. Distinctive Insignia Sec. 1 & 2 Booklets
6  Army Air Insignia
7  Transportation Insignia
8  Supply Insignia
9  Medical Insignia
10 Engineer's Insignia

2  1  Infantry Insignia
2  Artillery Insignia
3  Cavalry Insignia
4  Reproduction and New Issue Insignia
5  Misc. Insignia

Oversize Folder

- Fishing boat Pen and Ink Drawing, 1939.
- Map of Luzo
Separated from the Collection:

A pen and ink sketch of a Tagalog Fishing "Banca," a fishing boat by Clark Cambell in 1939. Also a map of Luzo. They are now located in the lower level of the vault in the oversized section.